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Interactive Robogami: Supplemental Material

In this supplemental material we the discuss details of the three1

main components of our system: database, interactive design, and2

fabrication. We also show results and discuss limitations and future3

work.4

1 Expert Data5

1.1 Foldable Robots6

Our database consists of robot designs that are functional and also7

fabricable using our 3D print and fold method. The designs each8

contain three main types of information: geometric information9

about the 3D robot and its 2D unfolding, hierarchical information10

about how the design can be semantically decomposed into smaller11

subcomponents, and connection information describing how sub-12

components are geometrically and kinematically assembled. All13

information about the robot’s geometry and kinematics are para-14

metric, as discussed in section 1.2. Our database builds upon the15

work in [Mehta and Rus 2014], which outlined a Python API for de-16

signing the geometry of cut-and-fold robots. Specifically, we have17

extended the concept of a ‘design’ to include information about the18

robot’s intended motion, which is important for both fabrication and19

simulation.20

Geometry The geometric description of the robot contains infor-21

mation about both its folded 3D representation and its 2D unfold-22

ing. The 3D representation consists of oriented polygonal faces23

connected at their edges. The 2D information is similarly com-24

prised of polygons, but here edge data is also associated with con-25

nection information, which is used during fabrication. The vertices26

and polygons of the 3D and 2D geometries have a one-to-one corre-27

spondence with each other. Although the 3D folded state could be28

computed with only the 2D information and the fold angles on the29

edges, pre-computing the 3D geometry allows for the geometry to30

be linearly parameterized before being loaded into the UI, enabling31

efficient manipulation and rendering.32

Hierarchy In addition to the geometry, each design includes a33

representative hierarchy and connectivity graph (ref. Figure 1). The34

hierarchy is used to semantically represent subcomponents. This35

representation allows for composition of new designs using small36

grouping (e.g., single legs in Figure 1), medium groupings (e.g., leg37

pairs), or large groupings (e.g., full set of four).38

Connections The connectivity graph describes connections be-39

tween the kinematic links in our robots. Figure 1 shows an example40

of a collection of links for a simple walking robot and illustrates the41

kinematics of the connections. Connections may be articulated, in42

which case we refer to them as joints. Connections contain infor-43

mation necessary for composition, simulation, and fabrication.44

Connections contain information about the two edges being con-45

nected and a geometric center at which the two connecting edges46

are centered. Note that we require that two connected edges be47

the same length so that the endpoints of each of these edges share48

the same spatial coordinates. Articulated connections contain in49

addition information regarding principal axes of motion, the types50

of motion (rotational or translational) that occur along those axes,51

and a motion sequence, encoded as a sequence of (waypoint, times-52

tamp) pairs, for each axis in the connection. We take into ac-53

count four types of combinations: a single axis of rotation, which54

describes the revolute motion, three orthogonal axes of rotation,55

which describe the classical ball-and-socket motion, a single axis56

of translation, which describes prismatic motion, and no axes for57

a fixed connection. Joints contain upper and lower limits for the58

range of motion along each axis.59

Finally, robot designs contain information about the fabrication of60

each connection. We allow for many fabrication options for each61

connection depending on the connection type and the joint limits62

(ref. section 3). Users have the option of specifying the print type63

of the connection, or of specifying no physical connection despite a64

semantic connection. This is useful if users wish to place a motor at65

the joint. Flexibility in cases like this and extensibility in particular66

are examples of why we keep the fabrication description separate67

from the kinematic description.68

1.2 Parameterization69

Each design D in our database is a parametric shape that can be70

written as:71

D = {q,A,F} (1)

where q are the degrees of freedom for the template; F is a defor-72

mation function that, given q, computes a new design; and A is the73

feasible space of q, which is chosen to ensure that the geometry74

produced by a template remains fabricable and collision-free.75

In our implementation, F is a linear parametric function of q and76

A is a set of linear constraints on the q. Because our geometry is77

linearly parameterized, the centers and axes of our connections are78

also necessarily parameterized. The linearity allows us to optimize79

part placement and perform stability analysis at interactive rates.80

2 Interactive Design81

2.1 Design Workflow82

Our system is based on a design-by-example workflow. The user83

interface is illustrated in Figure 2. Icons that link to components84

of the database are displayed on the left; and the canvas in the85

middle is used to design a new model. Users compose parts by86

dragging them onto the scene, and they can also remove selected87

parts at any level of the hierarchy. The right panel is a group of88

windows that show the user supplementary information regarding89

this design, such as the 2D view of the model, the printable mesh,90

joint information, and other design properties.91

To create a new design, the user drags in new parts and the system92

guides the user in positioning them on the scene and connecting93

them to the working model. The user can also vary the shape of any94

component in the database by manipulating its template parameters.95

Our system handles composition to ensure that the working model,96

like the components of the database, is a hierarchical, parametrized97

template. Therefore, users can continue to manipulate parameters98

after components are assembled. The system also guides the user99

though composition by guaranteeing fabricability and suggesting100

connections. This includes handling 3D and 2D constraints as well101

as the motion sequence.102

Finally the system evaluates the design properties such as stability,103

speed, and fabrication cost. The interface allows users to visual-104

ize an animation of the ground locomotion of the composed design105

while highlighting unstable parts of the motion sequence in red. If a106

motion is unstable, arrows are drawn on the design during manipu-107

lation to indicate the direction of change that will improve stability.108

(See Figure 2).109

2.2 Composition Tool110

The composition tool aids the user throughout the design process111

in two ways. First it suggests placement for parts that the user112
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Figure 1: From left to right: a design example of a four legged robot with its corresponding unfolding, the hierarchical tree, and a visualiza-
tion of the connections

Figure 2: The user interface. Icons that link to components of the
database are displayed on the left, the modeling canvas is in the
center, and the 2D design is displayed on the right. We show an
unstable design that is being manipulated. The arrow indicates that
making the legs shorter improves stability.

manipulates in the UI. Second, it connects the parts together once113

the user is satisfied with the configuration.114

Part Placement Suggestions for part placement are made by in-115

corporating information from the database and from the user. Sup-116

pose the user adds a part A that originated from design D. The117

connectivity information that A used to have in D will remain with118

A as it is snapped to the design B that the user is building. We then119

use the connectivity information in both A and D to choose pairs of120

an edge in A and an edge in B through which A can be connected121

to B. For each of these pairs, we attempt to snap the edges together122

by rotating A if necessary and then running an optimization with123

the goal of making the two edges coincide. Finally we apply the124

transformation that gives the least cost from the least-squares opti-125

mization.126

Formally, part placement involves solving a quadratic optimization127

that select the shape parameters. This quadratic formulation follows128

from the fact that parameters are linear and is similar to the methods129

discussed in [Schulz et al. 2014]. Since the cost depends on user130

defined positioning and scaling, as they continue to manipulate the131

added part the system updates the snapping configurations.132

Connection Once the user is satisfied with the part placement, the133

system will create a composed design.134

To connect two parts the system needs to infer the type of joint that135

should be used to connect the new adjacent edges (hinge joint, ball136

and socket joint, etc.). The joint information includes not only the137

fabrication method but also the motion that will be used to simulate138

the resulting robot. The system makes a suggestions for each new139

edge pair based on the information of the original database designs140

D and the user can make modifications using the UI.141

Along with the 3D information, the 2D design also needs to be142

updated. The system joins the two 2D designs and computes the143

new 2D design that will fold to the snapped 3D robot. We check for144

collisions on the 2D plane and highlight them in red.145

Finally, the new part is added to the hierarchical tree. the system146

adds the new part as a sibling of the part to which it connects, cre-147

ating a new root if necessary. The system also adds new constraints148

to ensure that the two connected edges will always coincide during149

future user manipulations.150

2.3 Simulating Capabilities151

Though our composition process guarantees that we can fabricate152

a model that will match the appearance specified by the user, there153

is still the question of how the model will behave in the physical154

world. We therefore simulate the ground locomotion and display it155

to the user with an animation. Parts of the motion that are unstable156

are highlighted in red. We also use the results of the simulation to157

provide a feedback loop to the user, guiding them during manipula-158

tion toward stable configurations (ref. Figure 2).159

Animation We animate the models by discretizing time and com-160

puting the geometry at each timestamp. For each timestep, we161

consult the robot’s connections graph, which must be a tree, and162

we compute the state of the the equivalent kinematic chain. We163

then compute a rigid transformation of the model by applying two164

assumption. The first is that the quasistatic approximation holds,165

i.e., that dynamics do not play a part in the robot’s locomotion.166

Thus, if the model is placed at a given position, gravity will make167

it rotate and translate so that the lowest points touch the ground.168

The second assumption is that the robot locomotes without slip.169

We enforce that points that are in contact with the ground on two170

subsequent timestamps do not move. Both of these assumptions171

hold for the robot designs in the database.172

Under the first assumption, we compute the rigid transformation173

that makes the plane formed by the 3 lowest points coincide with174

the ground plane. For the second, we take the intersection of the175

set of points that are in contact with the ground on both the current176

and the previous timestamp. We then compute a rigid registration177

between these sets of points (which can be done in 2D since the z178

axis is fixed). If the resulting rigid transformation does not result in179

an exact mapping between the two point sets, the algorithm returns180

an error that indicates that the robot slips during locomotion.181

Stability To evaluate the stability of the model, we compute the182

distance from the projection of the center of mass onto the ground183

plane with the convex hull of the points in contact with the ground.184

Though this has to be done for every timestamp it is quite fast since185

the contact points are already computed during the animation and186

the center of mass can be evaluated efficiently by exploring the187

parametric representation. Since we are working with a foldable188

design, where each vertex is a linear combination of the template189

parameters q, the center of each face can also be written a linear190

function of q. In addition, the weight of each face is proportional191
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to the face area, which can be written a quadratic function of q.192

Therefore, we precompute these functions, and then, given a pa-193

rameter configuration and an animation timestamp, we compute the194

center of mass by evaluating each function, applying the relevant195

rigid transformations for each face center and then performing a196

weighted average based on each face area.197

Because the stability measurement can be done in real time, we can198

use finite differences to determine the how much this measurement199

improves at each manipulation direction. This allows us to provide200

interactive feedback to the users though arrows that indicate the201

how the robot can be manipulated to improve stability.202

Additional Metrics Finally we can evaluate speed and fabrica-203

tion cost using the previous computations. We compute the distance204

traveled by adding up the distance between the projected centers205

of mass at each pair of subsequent timestamps. We divide this by206

time to compute the speed. We evaluate the fabrication cost by the207

computing amount of printed material, which can be approximated208

by adding up the areas of all faces. These additional metrics are209

displayed to the user on the the UI tabs.210

3 Fabrication211

Our fabrication process involves two main steps. First, we convert212

the 2D body design into a mesh that we print using a 3D printer.213

Then, we attach actuators and control circuitry to make the robot214

functional, and we fold the print into a 3D robot body.215

3.1 Printing216

By the end of the design phase, the user has created a 2D fold217

pattern with edge connections annotated by joint type. Our system218

converts the pattern into a 3D printable mesh using the following219

procedure.220

First, for each edge connection, the system generates a 3D model221

of the corresponding connection type. We have designed four types222

of connections, shown in Figure 3. Hinge/folds enable single-axis223

rotational motion and can also be used as folds for the assembly224

process. Prismatic joints allow single-axis translational motion, and225

ball and socket joints allow three-axis rotational motion. Teeth are226

used to connect the edges of two non-adjacent edges at a fixed an-227

gle. The models for each connection are parameterized according228

to the location of the connection in the overall model, the length and229

angle of the connection, and the joint limits if the connection is a230

joint. Each model is designed in two pieces, with one piece aligned231

to each edge forming connection. In this way, two faces that should232

be connected in the 3D design but that are printed nonadjacent can233

be snapped together during assembly.234

Second, the system generates models of the faces of the fold pattern.235

For each connection, the faces being connected are shrunk along236

the normals of the connection edges by half the width of the model237

generated for that edge. This ensures that the printed faces do not238

interfere with the mechanics of the connection. All faces are then239

extruded to 1 mm, which we chose as the thickness that produces240

rigid faces while allowing almost π rad fold angles.241

Finally, all of the models are merged into a single print, and the242

design is printed using a 3D printer.243

3.2 Assembly244

We attach a servomotor to each actuated joint and control them245

using an Arduino Pro Mini programmed to follow the motion se-246

quence designated by the user. We then fold the print into its final247

3D form.248

Figure 3: Printable, snappable joints designed used in STL gen-
eration. The assembled joints are shown in the top row, and the
individual pieces on the bottom.

4 Results249

We demonstrate the capabilities of our system by designing and250

building a variety of different robots. Figure 4 shows a set of virtual251

models that were designed using our tool. We highlight the different252

parts that were composed together in different colors. Note that we253

can explore the hierarchical representation to compose parts using254

smaller or larger substructures.255

We tested the full pipeline to create a physical functional prototype256

for a biped, a multi-legged crawler, and a wheel-based robot, illus-257

trated in Figure 5. These models were created by combining parts258

from multiple designs, also shown in the figure. The models could259

be assembled in 20 to 30 minutes.260

5 Limitations and Future Work261

As with all data-driven methods, the main limitation of our system262

is that we are restricted to the designs in the database. An inter-263

esting direction of future work is to extend our database to robots264

that go beyond ground locomotion. It would also be interesting to265

include in the database 3D parts that are not necessarily foldable266

but that could still be fabricated with our system since it uses a 3D267

printer.268

Another current limitation is that suggestions of connections and269

articulations are done locally. It would be interesting to further270

explore the database to propose connections based on more global271

functionality.272

Finally it would be interesting to further exploit the simulatable273

properties (currently speed, stability and fabrication cost). For ex-274

ample we can globally optimize over the design parameters to min-275

imize user specified costs. Also, while the parameters that are taken276

into account now are geometric, in the future we could also include277

parameters in the motion sequence description.278
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Figure 4: Examples of designs that were built using our system. Different colors indicate different parts that were added to the design.

Figure 5: From left to right: input designs (with used parts highlighted), models created using the system, and fabricated results.
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